I. INTRODUCTION
Imaging the breast is a critical component not only for breast cancer screening but also for diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up of patients with the disease. In developing such imaging technologies, a critical component is the testing media or phantoms. Physical phantoms are normally used and are created to provide a realistic realization of in vivo breast tissue. However, their size, shape, composition, and detail cannot be modified readily. These difficulties, at least in early research, can be avoided by creating a software breast phantom.
Mimicking a complex anatomical structure like the breast using software is extremely challenging given its complicated arrangement of fat, glandular tissue, blood vessels, bone, and muscle, whose distribution and configuration varies from woman to woman. Creating software breast phantoms is not new. Several attempts have been made at creating these in either 2D or 3D with different levels of anatomic detail. A phantom does not need to exactly describe all the relevant anatomy but yet can produce realistic images when modeled, when designed for a particular imaging modality and application. 1, 2 Two types of phantoms have been reported in the literature-geometric (or mathematical) and segmented (or voxelized). Many of the initial mathematical breast models were 2D (Refs. 3 and 4) with lumped glandular areas. More recently, 3D models with the ductal network have been reported. [5] [6] [7] In general, the focus was on creating simulated mammograms for understanding its features. For instance, Bliznakova et al. 7 built a very complex model by incorporating a 3D voxel array with geometric primitives, a ductal network, and a model for lesions. Mathematical models are very flexible and quite detailed but they require clear geometric primitives and equations. These are quite complicated to setup and difficult to recreate from other studies. In the voxelized area, groups like Samani et al., 8 Li et al., 9 Hoeschen et al., 10 Azar et al., 11 and Rajgopalan et al. 2 among others, took a direct route to creating a phantom by segmenting an in vivo CT or MRI scan of the breast into a 3D voxel volume, making the model patient specific. Such software phantoms require patient volumetric imaging data and classification algorithms, making it challenging in early phases of a project. Most of these voxelized phantoms subsequently incorporated deformable (biomechanical) models based on finite elements (FEM) to predict breast deformations for applications like registration of MRI to mammograms, 12 registration of different views of mammograms, 1 simulation of gravity loading for surgical planning, 13 gravity and compression modeling, 14, 15 and so on. One other interesting application of breast software phantoms would be in the field of strain imaging, also referred to as elastography, 16 when static external compressions are used. In elastography, ultrasound or MRI data are collected synchronously when a compressive stimulus is applied to the breast. Data are then processed to map mechanical properties like strain or modulus of tissue.
FEM methods in the field of static elastography have primarily focused on three major areas-(a) estimation of the Young's Modulus in tissue, which if estimated accurately would provide an absolute distribution of the underlying tissue elastic properties-critically important for tumor differentiation and characterization; 17 (b) mapping axial and shear strains and calculating contrast transfer efficiency (CTE) for the purpose of understanding how stiff lesions translate into observed strain patterns; 18, 19 (c) testing of types of models such as linear, pseudo-linear, and nonlinear in terms of their applicability and assumptions. For example, investigating whether large deformations applied to tissue can be approximated by a series of smaller linear isotropic deformations. 20 For preliminary investigation of these (a)-(c) types of studies, researchers have commonly used software phantoms that are simple in shape (rectangular or hemispherical-if modeling the breast) and homogenous with cylindrical or spherical tumors embedded. 17, 19, 21, 22 Sometimes, layers (fat and gland) are modeled but again they are homogeneous. Furthermore, most of the FEM phantoms are setup in 2D or the analysis has been done in 2D with a plane stress/strain approximation on the basis that traditional elastography in the clinic over the past 15 years has been done using basic 2D ultrasound.
Another technology that has become popular recently is 3D elastography with the advent of 2D transducer arrays and faster system performance for 3D motion tracking. 17 Also, beyond the ability to just create 3D images, the ability to track motion in the elevational direction would eliminate the use of just the 2D displacement field and other simplifying assumptions (like plane strain or stress) during modulus reconstruction, 17, 22 which has been shown to cause significant errors in modulus values. Beyond the simple phantoms (homogenous phantoms with inclusions), no advanced phantoms in 3D have been reported for elastography to investigate areas (a)-(c) discussed above.
More recently, emphasis has been placed on better phantoms for testing elastography systems given that success in the clinic has been variable-generally successful for larger stiff tumors and not so successful for smaller softer deeper cases. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] Madsen et al. 29 states that more closely a phantom mimics a patient, more effective is the phantom in uncovering weaknesses of the technology. He suggests creation of breast phantoms to be a valuable intermediate between simple phantoms (containing, for example, cylindrical inclusions in homogeneous backgrounds) and actual patients for assessment of elastography systems and further refinements in hardware or software algorithms. Creation of such phantoms, physically, would be very challenging. Hence, the area of software breast phantoms has emerged where software phantoms can be used to create any number of anatomical variations present in a patient population like size, shape, composition, and parenchymal details. Both Li et al. 9 and Rajgopal et al. 2 discuss the applications of such breast phantoms in several areas like, image-guided breast biopsies, tomosynthesis, dual-energy mammography, and elastography. They say that it would significantly benefit from having a more accurate model of the breast to allow for better understanding and optimization of clinical scenarios.
With these aspects in mind, we chose to design a software breast phantom that is well beyond what has been reported in the elastography literature, to be truly three-dimensional with full regard and flexibility to breast contours, size, layers, and detail (especially in the glandular region) using a mechanical design tool such as "SOLIDWORKS." Such a phantom could be designed with a mathematical model or with a patient's MRI or CT imaging data but we chose not to approach it from these angles due to lack of imaging data and difficulty in establishing the geometric primitives for mathematical models. This 3D breast framework/software phantom is proposed as an intermediate assessment tool for elastography simulation; for use after initial testing with simple commonly used phantoms (e.g., rectangular homogeneous phantom with a spherical inclusion) and before clinical testing. Physical phantoms can be created as preliminary testing tools but subsequent testing of more complicated scenarios can be done with such a software phantom.
This software phantom would be a great tool to study elastography as it allows flexibility in both, the choice of the breast geometry and biomechanical parameters, and has a more realistic 3D shape, size, and internal structure when compared to simple phantoms. We propose this software breast phantom to be an important addition to physical phantoms to simulate elastography for applications like modulus reconstruction, CTE testing, nonlinear/linear modeling, and hyperelasticity/viscoelasticity. The proposed phantom can be setup to be flexible in its modeling framework-linear modeling is demonstrated in this paper but it can be extended to hyperelastic modeling to simulate scenarios of larger compressions commonly seen in clinic, which will be a subject of future work. Such information will be extremely useful to guide clinicians in applying the right stress profile to maximize contrast to possibly obviate difficulties in imaging small, deep, less stiff tumors. In the current work, the stress profile was kept constant and comparisons were made between this phantom and a simple rectangular phantom for different tumor stiffness, shape, and location to introduce this phantom into the field of elastography.
In particular, we focus on the following aspects as the objectives of this paper-(1) developing a software phantom using a mechanical tool using illustrations of breast anatomy with full flexibility for the breast geometry modifications; (2) using it in elastography, where such sophisticated phantoms have never been used, in particular for CTE analysis. We investigate CTE, i.e., how modulus contrast (tumor vs background modulus) translates into strain contrast (that is of clinical interest) by designing a parametric study using 3D modeling (with no approximations) and with 2D slices (with plane strain approximations), all with linear methods. We also compare our software phantom to a commonly used elastography phantom.
Given that such a detailed breast phantom with a mechanical design tool has never been designed before to our knowledge, we detail all the design specifics in this paper. Further, since such a detailed breast model has never been used in the field of elastography, we illustrate its use in basic elastography simulation with a parametric study. Future work will involve modulus reconstruction efforts and nonlinear modeling for more complicated scenarios.
II. BREAST ANATOMY
The breast is a heterogeneous body, extending from the level of the second rib on the platysma myoides muscle, to the seventh rib on the external oblique muscle. 2 In terms of muscle distribution, two thirds of the bed of the breast is formed by the pectoralis fascia overlaying the pectoralis major muscle; the other third, by the fascia covering the serratus anterior muscle. 30 The breast is composed of glandular (secretory) and adipose (fatty) tissue, and is supported by a loose framework of fibrous connective tissue called Coopers ligaments. These ligaments provide the shape of the breast by pulling on the skin. The glandular tissue consists of lobes that are comprised of lobules containing alveoli arranged in a tree-like structure. 30 Ducts drain the alveoli and merge into larger ducts that eventually converge into main milk ducts.
These then dilates slightly to form the lactiferous sinus before narrowing as it passes through the nipple and open onto the nipple surface. The blood supply to the breast is provided mainly by the anterior and posterior medial branches of the internal mammary artery and the lateral mammary branch of the lateral thoracic artery. The course of the arteries is generally not associated with the ductal system of the breast. Also, there are no muscles within the breast. The pectoralis muscles lie under each breast and cover the ribs.
The ratio of glandular to adipose tissue estimated by mammography is 1:1 on average, and it is well documented that the proportion of glandular tissue declines with both advancing age and increasing breast size. 31 Stroma is the term used for breast tissue that does not deal with milk production. Muscle tissue, connective (Cooper's) ligaments, and fatty tissue are included in this category. Breast parenchyma, along with the stroma make up the density (or the firmness) of the breast. The size and shape of the breast varies over time in the same woman because of changes during the menstrual cycle, pregnancy, lactation, and menopause. 31 Cancers in the breast that begin in the glandular tissue are broadly termed as Adenocarcinomas. Those that originate in lobules are known as lobular carcinomas and those that begin in ducts are ductal carcinomas.
III. 3D BREAST MODEL III.A. Breast phantom detail
Software phantom creation has been heavily governed by the application for which it is used. 2 What level of detail is needed is a question worth asking. The standard descriptions of the human breast are based on Coopers 32 magnificent cadaver dissections of the breasts of women. However, the imaging modalities have difficulty in clearly elucidating this breast anatomy 33 if compared to the dissections. Since we are currently interested in applying our phantom to ultrasound elastography, we are only concerned with what the ultrasound modality can visualize in the breast. Detailed ultrasound studies on the breast have shown that main ducts 33, 34 may be visible, but glandular lobes, lobules, or alveoli do not appear clear and separated. 35 However, the glandular structure appears diffuse and displays high echogenicity. Strain imaging has much worse resolution than regular ultrasound (sometime 10-15 times) and clinical strain images do not show alveoli or lobular structures but show a general diffused region. 26 Retromammary fat (fat encasing the glandular tissue) looks quite uniform and has low echogenicity. 34, 35 A little more insight in terms of glandular and fat compartments may be obtained from an MRI image. Generally, there is clear differentiation between glandular regions and fatty regions (black vs white, respectively), but again glandular regions are diffuse with no clear demarcation between lobes, lobules, and alveoli. 36 We base our 3D models on the above ultrasound modality observations and concentrate mainly on making the glandular structure diffuse. Furthermore, since most tumors are located within glandular tissue, we make fat uniform and do not compartmentalize it. We construct the ductal framework (with larger ducts and lobular structures) with fat surrounding and within-similar to observations on an MRI or Ultrasound image. Ductal diameters, distribution, and branching closely mimic anatomy 30, 37 and ultrasound measurements. 34, 35 In this paper, we report two 3D breast designs with different levels of detail. In the first level phantom, we model a simple 3D structure of the breast with all the layers homogeneous-as a lumped model. We still retain the contours and shape of the breast. Such a model is obviously not realistic but offers a rapid way to test simulations. The main drawback is that the glandular structure is lumped and not diffuse. The second level software phantom (see Sec. III C) replaces the lumped glandular region with a ductal tree structure realizing only the primary ducts, lobes, and lobules. Alveoli within the lobules, smaller ductal branches, Cooper's ligaments, and fat are not explicitly modeled. They stay the same as in the first level description. In this level, the amount of fat and glandular tissue can be varied easily (for example, by adding additional ductal branches), that quite often varies with age, pregnancy, lactation, menstrual cycle, and menopause.
III.B. Measurements and specifications
Images of breast anatomy from the literature 30, 31, 34, [37] [38] [39] were used as a visual guidance to develop the models involved in this study. The exact figures used are omitted from this paper due to permission costs. Surveying these books, breast structure specifications and dimensions were established and summarized in Table I .
III.C. Creation
In this section, we outline the way in which the design tool (SOLIDWORKS) was used to create the breast phantom. Figure 1 shows a highlight of the process and in detail creation of the difficult elements-ductal branches, lobules, and tumor. The details are covered in Appendix A. The first step is the creation of breast muscle and ribs [ Fig. 1(a) ]. First, the pectoralis muscle was created. This is the bed of the breast. It provides a frame of reference for the other layers created above it. Here, approximately two-thirds of the bed is comprised of pectoralis major muscle and the rest is serratus anterior muscle. The diameter of the bed base is 144 mm and the approximate thickness of the muscle is 11 mm. Next, we created five ribsections (depicting second through sixth pair of ribs) that lie right below the breast in the form of a circular cut-out from the chest. The distance between the centers of ribs was set as 14 mm. The height of the rib along the coronal plane of the breast was 14 mm. The width of the rib along the transverse plane was approximately 6 mm and the thickness of the intercostals muscles was approximately 6 mm. Next, we built the serratus anterior muscle layer. The thickness of serratus anterior muscle was set approximately to 4 mm. Again, the details are omitted but creation follows ideas presented in Appendix A.
Next, we built the breast contour [see Fig. 1(b) ]. The height, width, and depth of the breast were set approximately to 144, 144, and 72 mm, respectively. The diameters of the areola and nipple were set to 40 and 12 mm, respectively [ Fig.  1(c) ]. Appendix A presents the idea behind creating this boundary. Next, we created the ductal tree depicting the branches present in the glandular region. We created four milk ducts that converge at the nipple [see Fig 
IV. BIOMECHANICAL MODELING
Biomechanical modeling using FEM techniques has been explored to predict mechanical deformations on the breast during applications like a biopsy procedure, mammography, 2 and improving the predictions of elastic modulus in elastography 40 among others. Different biomechanical breast models will vary mainly with respect to the mesh generation, boundary conditions used, and the assumed tissue properties. As the underlying application dictates the magnitude of deformation encountered in the biomechanical breast model, prediction accuracy is also application specific. One drawback of FEM based biomechanical models is that they are generally difficult to implement and have long processing time especially for more complicated geometries. According to Rajagopal et al., 2 there are three major requirements for developing a realistic biomechanical model of the breast. First, accurate geometric representation of the anatomy of the breast for the given application, second, constitutive models that faithfully represent the mechanical behavior of different tissues and third, realistic and precise representation of boundary and loading conditions. The fidelity of these aspects determines the accuracy of breast mechanics predictions.
For our application of elastography, an FEM biomechanical model was created using COMSOL 4.1 on the second level 3D breast phantom. In subsections IV A-IV C, we describe the experiment and the FEM settings in detail.
IV.A. Elastography: Typical experiment
We simulate a typical elastography experiment of applying a static stress to a local surface on the breast phantom just above a simulated tumor so that the tumor experiences maximum stress when compressed. The area of stress application is defined as 60 Â 19 mm to simulate a clinical linear array transducer with a small plate attached to it. This type of stress application is typical of static clinical elastography, where, the technician locates the tumor first and then compression is applied on the surface of the breast in a plane to include the tumor. As a result, we did not vary the location of the imposed stress, as the stress location was dependent on tumor location. For the simulations, we applied a force of 4 N. This magnitude of force was chosen from the clinical elastography work of Sridhar et al., 41 where the authors applied incremental forces from 0 to 10 N on breasts of volunteers and estimated average glandular strain with a clinical ultrasound scanner. 4 N was suggested the maximum force to engage linear behavior in the breast that caused a finite strain of approximately 5%. We use this force as our input in the simulation and apply linear models. Clinical freehand elastography in many instances also involves larger compressions greater than what is reported in this paper. However, the authors wanted to demonstrate the first step of linear modeling to test this software breast phantom in the context of elastography. We are also currently pursuing nonlinear modeling efforts to model larger deformations with hyperelastic properties but optimizing the solver configurations is nontrivial for these complicated geometries and will not be covered in this work.
There are several parameters that can be modified in this phantom: (a) parameters that are inherent to the breast geometry (modified through SOLIDWORKS); (b) material properties (modified through the FEM framework of COMSOL), and (c) extent and location of applied force (4 N in this case for linear modeling 41 with location on the surface of the breast just above the tumor).
In this paper, the main objective was a FEM parametric study of elastography, where the parameters investigated are location of the tumor at different depths, stiffness of the tumors, shape of the tumor, and analysis in 2D vs 3D. These parameters have been shown to be important in clinical elastography. For instance, decreased contrast has been documented for deep tumors; 26 difficulties have been noted in differentiating all types of benign (spherical, low stiffness tumors) and malignant (irregular, high stiffness tumors) (Refs. 27 and 28); and errors have been noted during modulus reconstruction when 2D displacement or strain information was used. 17 In particular, we investigated strain contrast and CTE changes between tumors of different shapes (spherical, dumbbell, and irregular) placed deep and shallow within glandular tissue for two levels of stiffness contrast (6 dB and 20 dB) between the tumor and background. We do this in 3D with no approximations and in 2D with a plane strain approximation. We also compare results with a commonly used elastography phantom (simple rectangular phantom with spherical inclusion). Currently, we do not use this framework to test an inverse problem.
The CTE in decibel is defined as the difference between the absolute value of the measured strain contrast in decibel and the absolute value of the modulus contrast in decibel. 18 The modulus contrast was defined as the ratio of the modulus of the inclusion to the modulus of the background. The strain contrast was defined as the ratio of the strain in the background to the strain in the inclusion.
To achieve 6 dB or 20 dB input tumor-background modulus contrast, the background region-of-interest (ROI) is first chosen as a circle (in 2D) or a sphere (in 3D) around the circular (in 2D) or spherical (in 3D) tumor. The background ROI is at least 4-8 times the area (in 2D) or volume (in 3D) of the tumor. To compute CTE across the parameters of interest, the ROI is selected such that the mean value is constant across all cases (deep, shallow, 6 dB, 20 dB, and tumor shapes). To achieve this, the radius of the background ROI circle or sphere was modified slightly. The tumor is then assigned double the value (for 6 dB contrast) and 10 times the value (for 20 dB contrast) of the background. The background value of the block phantom is then assigned this value. Once the simulations are setup, they are made to run until a convergent, mesh optimized solution (see Sec. IV C) has been achieved. When comparing to the block phantom, we ensure that the mean value of the selected ROI for the background is equal to the value assigned to the background of the block phantom to allow for a fair comparison. The same areas are used for strain and modulus calculations.
We also show three types of inclusions within the breast phantom-spherical-shaped inclusions, irregular-shaped, and dumbbell-shaped inclusions to illustrate the flexibility of the phantom to tumor shape. Also breast tumors occur in different irregular shapes such as the above. Among these, spherical inclusions that mimic a fibroadenoma (benign tumor) have been shown to display the lowest CTE when compared to other cylindrical inclusions. 18 Irregular and dumbbell shaped tumors have also been seen clinically as reported by Thitaikumar et al. 42 
IV.B. Constitutive equations for FEM
As discussed above, in vivo elastography measurements of breast tissue have shown that under small compressions, the tissue behaves linearly. 41 Using these assumptions, it is possible to define breast tissue's Young's modulus E i as a function of applied strain i for a particular tissue type i. Under these conditions, the infinitesimal strain tensor provides a good approximation of the deformation measurement. The stress tensor then depends linearly on the components of strain tensor. If X, Y, Z are the three principal directions and u X ; u Y ; u Z are the displacement vectors in the corresponding directions, then the infinitesimal strain tensor can be defined as
The strain components when i ¼ j are the normal direct strains and are shear strains when i 6 ¼ j. If the applied stimulus does not produce a translation or a rotation of the whole body, out of the nine components of stress and strain, only six remain independent. We can assume that under ideal conditions, static elastography with an external compressive stress does not cause any rotation or translation. Standard constitutive equations 43 govern the relation between stresses (r ij ) and strains ( ij ) through material properties like shear modulus (G) and bulk modulus (K) for isotropic media. Breast tissue has commonly been assumed to be isotropic. 44, 45 Furthermore, since the equations are being derived for FEM analysis, where all of the material properties are modeled locally, it can be assumed that local tissue properties are isotropic and homogeneous. The generalized Hooke's law then governs this relation and is given as 45 (l $ 0:5), i.e., shear modulus (G) ( bulk modulus (K), ðK À 2G=3ÞD in the above equation is replaced by the isotropic hydrostatic pressure-P. The generalized Hooke's law now becomes:
The stress matrix can also be expressed in terms of its hydrostatic and deviatoric parts as r ij ¼ r ij h þ r ij d . Hydrostatic stress is the mean of normal stresses (along the diagonal of the stress matrix) and is the state of stress, when all three principal stresses are equal to each other, analogous to the stress in a fluid in a static state. Deviatoric stress is a measure of changes in shape not volume. Again, r ij h ¼ ð P =3Þd ij , where P is the trace of the stress matrix. From the above equation [Eq. (2) 
Similar analysis can be followed if strains are the measured quantities, then for incompressible media, the bulk compliance, B ! 0, and ij ¼ ð1=2ÞJr ijd (volumetric part of the strain is zero). Here, J is the shear compliance. Hence, the matrix form is 
COMSOL 4.1 implements Eqs. (4) and (5) for calculating local stresses and local strains due to applied deformations.
IV.C. Finite element model settings
Solid mechanics FEM package from COMSOL 4.1 was used in this study. The basic FEM setup involves phantom import, meshing, choosing relevant constitutive equations, material models, assigning boundary conditions, and choosing an appropriate solver. Before any forces are applied, we compensate for the gravitational force acting on the model. Since the model was created using illustrations of 3D anatomy in a standing position, it was assumed that gravity was already present. The model was then corrected for gravity for the supine setup-typically the scanning position in elastography. Sections IV C (1-4) discuss the various FEM parameters used in this study. The flowchart in Fig. 2 gives the details of the FEM model optimization protocol.
IV.C.1. Material properties
The choice of material properties is critical to the realism of the numerical model. However, we are limited by the data available on ex vivo measurements and we make our choices for material properties based on these measurements. Also, other works on breast biomechanical modeling for applications like mammography 2 Table II 
IV.C.2. Meshing strategies
Typically, in FEM modeling, a variable representing allover model accuracy is monitored as a way to achieve convergence of the model with minimum errors. To achieve this, the mesh size is increased until that variable becomes mesh independent within reasonable tolerance of error. The variable is generally observed at preselected probe points across the model. In general, such an approach is applicable to simple geometries.
In our model, we could not take an all-over model approach because of the inherent geometric nonlinearity of our breast model. As the breast model requires different density and element size in different regions, regional accuracy needed to be monitored. As a way to track errors, we chose to monitor residual modulus as our variable, where residual modulus was defined as the difference between assigned elastic modulus and measured axial stress/axial strain (r 11 = 11 ). Under an ideal situation of a uniaxial experiment with no internal boundaries, axial stress/axial strain should be equal to elastic modulus. However, this does not happen with the complicated geometry of the breast model, given that all components of stress develop at each voxel. However, these two values are in general very close to each other excepting at the boundaries where the assumptions of a perfect uniaxial experiment are primarily violated.
We tweaked mesh parameters and estimated residual modulus for each simulation run and then over several modifications achieved a mesh independent solution of residual modulus. Finer meshes require more computational power but were not needed for this application. Tracking residual modulus gives us the flexibility to closely monitor and modify mesh size differently in different regions around the model until errors are within reasonable tolerance level.
It is common to use a parameter such as residual modulus locally or over the entire geometry. For instance in Rajgopal et al., 47 eight material points located throughout the model, were used to refine the mesh. Ng et al., 48 used electric potential at a specific location in the model that was observed for convergence over multiple mesh sizes. Srinivas et al., 49 determined the best mesh after looking at outputs from five meshes of varying elemental sizes. An acceptable mesh was determined when a further increase in mesh density did not change the output variables. Chen et al., 50 verified convergence of the solutions by checking strain energy and displacement at four loading points for all the solutions.
We show in Sec. V, 2D and 3D residual modulus maps along with their profiles to illustrate the strategy used for optimizing meshing. Generating residual modulus maps helps to guide us through the meshing process to discretize the modeling domain to appropriately model regions with high geometric nonlinearity and large differences in material properties to reduce simulation errors.
Mesh quality is dependent on various factors that include, but are not limited to, physics being modeled, applied stimulus (stress vs strain), amount of input stress, geometric details, and material properties. Optimizing all these parameters is a nontrivial iterative process. Both 2D and 3D branched models are highly nonlinear in their geometry; therefore, different subdomains had to be meshed separately. We begin with an initial estimate of mesh parameters, run the simulation, visually inspect residual modulus maps and plot 1D profiles. We then tweak mesh parameters in the modeling domain to reduce the simulation errors and boundary effects and then rerun the simulation to repeat the process of inspection and tweaking based on the residual modulus maps. We do this until we reach an upper limit on mesh size and the relative size of mesh elements across boundaries according to the guidelines listed below. At this point if the resulting errors are not acceptable, we experiment with a different solver optimized for the computing power of the machine, or reduce the level of complexity in the modeling domain (2D vs 3D, isotropic material model vs viscoelastic material model, etc.).
IV.C.2.a. Mesh Guidelines
• Upper limit of the mesh size is typically constrained by maximum number of degrees of freedom (DOF) that your machine can compute. This is dependent on the mesh size and the physics being modeled. Going above the upper limit will result in simulation out-of-memory errors.
• Lower limit of the mesh size is typically constrained by the geometric details in the model and the level of deformation experienced in the respective domain.
• Element size should be smaller than the deformation experienced in that region for accurate strain prediction.
• To reduce boundary effects, boundaries that separate domains with a stiffness value jump are meshed slightly coarser than the domains on either side.
• Edge mesh is explicitly defined for boundaries that require a different curvature resolution overriding the default mesh curvature resolution parameter for that domain. • In general, regions experiencing high stress/strain (like load and fixed boundaries) are meshed finer than the rest of the domains.
• Our optimal mesh settings for the 2D and 3D breast phantom models are listed in Table III and our 
IV.C.3. Solver settings
A nonlinear solver, which is an affine invariant of damped Newton method, was used to compute a steady state problem and solve for the tissue displacement fields for both 2D and 3D simulations. A linearized model was formed in each Newton iteration and solved together with a stationary solver; MUMPS for 2D and conjugate gradients for 3D. The residual vector was estimated and the correction was applied to the next Newton iteration. The iterations continued until the relative tolerance of 10 À4 exceeded the relative error. For the 2D simulations, a direct linear solver MUMPS (multifrontal massively parallel sparse direct solver) was used. The solver uses LU factorization on the stiffness matrix to compute tissue displacement. The memory allocation factor was 1.2; row-preordering was used with a pivoting factor of 0.1. For the 3D simulations, an iterative algorithm conjugate gradients with left preconditioning was used. Due to the geometric nonlinearity of the breast model, direct linear solvers like PARDISO, SPOOLES, or MUMPS failed to converge. A preconditioner: geometric multigrid with V-cycle, a presmoother: blocked versions of SOR (successive over-relaxation) and a postsmoother: blocked versions of SORU (SOR with upper triangle of the matrix) were used. 26 number of iterations were required to reach the tolerance of 10 À4 .
IV.C.4. Boundary conditions
Assignment of boundary conditions is a fairly straightforward process for all models presented in this study. The boundary conditions were as follows:
1. Dirichlet boundary condition is specified at the chest wall, by constraining displacement to zero in all directions, w ¼ 0 on chest wall boundary. 2. Generalized flux boundary condition is specified at the top boundary, which has a boundary load specified as force per unit area, which is F A ¼ Force=Area. d ¼ F A , where n is the outward unit normal vector on the boundary. 3. Free boundary condition is assigned to the rest of the boundaries. This means that there is no load and no constraint defined on these boundaries, and these are free to deform. These boundaries are bounded by the geometric and physics-induced constraints. 4. For 2D modeling, we solve for plane strain, which assumes that all out-of-plane strain components of the total strain are zero.
Once the above breast phantom is established, modifications are fairly simple. The anatomy/geometry of the breast needs to be modified in SOLIDWORKS and the biomechanics associated with elastography has to be modified in COMSOL. A student/researcher who has worked with SOLIDWORKS/AUTO-CAD or who is willing to learn these tools, can change the breast contour, add/delete glandular branches, add tumors or different sizes/shapes, or can vary the dimensions of the breast fairly easily. Once these are done, import into COMSOL will allow for changes in mechanical properties, loading conditions, linear/nonlinear modeling scenarios, and elastic/ viscoelastic modeling. In fact, the biomechanical model can be combined with other physics simulations like heat transfer to study other therapies like hyperthermia. Figure 3 shows our 3D phantoms created (first and second levels) using the SOLIDWORKS design tool in three viewsbottom, side, and top. The first level model shows a lumped view of all breast structures. This is especially useful for quick testing (within minutes) and evaluation of the We next used our 3D breast phantom with ductal branches (second level) to illustrate the basics of elastography using biomechanical FEM modeling in 3D (with no approximations) and in 2D (with a plane strain approximation). To achieve these, the first step was conversion of the 3D design model into a biomechanical model by phantom import and meshing. Figure 6 shows the conversion of the 3D phantom into a meshed biomechanical model using COM-SOL 4.1, where, Sec. IV C describes the parameters used in this process. While comparing other examples of meshed software voxelized phantoms from Samani et al. 8 and Shih et al. 46 [see Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)], our meshing strategy visually looks similar (see Fig. 6 ).
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To achieve optimal meshing conditions, we used residual modulus, as a way to guide our meshing strategy. Residual modulus is defined as input modulus-estimated modulus, where estimated modulus is defined as r 11 = 11 . Section IV C and the flowchart in Fig. 2 give all the details of this optimization procedure. We show in Figs. 7(a)-7(d) , 2D slices of the 3D residual modulus maps generated during this meshing optimization. Stage 1 [ Fig. 7(a) ] shows large errors at all boundaries and within the tumor. This map was generated with an initial guess of mesh parameters and subsequent discretization of the domain. In stage 2 [ Fig. 7(b) ], the mesh parameters have been tweaked to reduce the residual modulus significantly. This was done, for example, by reducing the element size at the breast boundary close to the area of stress application and increasing the element size in the tumor region. Stage 3 [ Fig. 7(c) ] shows the best possible residual modulus map after several iterations of stage 2, i.e., trial and error of modifying the element sizes all around the breast geometry. Stage 3-3D [ Fig. 7(d) ] shows the residual modulus in all three dimensions of this meshing optimization procedure to demonstrate decreased errors in all 3 dimensions. From Figs. 7(c) and 7(d) , it is clear that the residual modulus has significantly improved from stage 1 but is nonzero. There are two main reasons for that-(1) input modulus and estimated modulus (using normal axial stress and strains) are close in value but can never be equal, given, all stress and strain components develop in this breast model; (2) limitations of the computational power of the machine running COMSOL, i.e., there is an ultimate limit on the overall number of elements that the machine can handle. In our case, we have used an Intel core 2.8 GHz with 16 GB of RAM for this task and the maximum number of elements it handles is 5 Â 10 6 . However, these residual modulus maps have proved to be an excellent way to optimize meshing conditions for this complicated geometry. Figure 8 shows 1D profiles of the residual modulus maps from Fig. 7 expanded for both the breast and branch phantoms for deep and shallow tumors with 6 dB tumor-background contrast. We show absolute errors and relative percentages as well. We see from Fig. 8 that error in the breast phantom is primarily localized at tumor and lobular boundaries (see Fig.  7 for all the cases we explore in this paper.) These residues are related to the extent of geometric nonlinearities in the model and increase when meshing regions with a large difference in material properties. This set of optimized meshing parameters is used in the paper.
Once meshing was achieved, boundary conditions, solver configurations, material models, and input stress/strain stimuli were defined (Sec. IV C). In particular, for this paper, we applied a 4 N force on the surface of the breast just above the tumor. Figure 9 shows the load boundary with reference to the breast areola and nipple. The shape of the load boundary was chosen to mimic a linear array transducer commonly used in elastography in the clinic. The figure also shows the extent of displacement (around 5 mm) after the load of 4 N was applied. This level of deformation was achieved when an input modulus distribution shown in Fig. 10(a) was used.
The exact values of modulus are shown in Table II .
The figure [Figs. 10(a) and 10(b)] also shows the preboundary and postboundary contours and displacement under this force. Again, we see the maximum displacement around 5 mm [ Fig. 10(b) ] near the load boundary (see the arrows in the Fig. 10(a) . This simple phantom is commonly used in elastography simulation in the literature and is compared against our branched breast phantom. The load boundary on this phantom is indicated on Fig. 11(a) by arrows.
We show below 2D [see Fig. (12) ] and 3D (see Fig. 13 ) normal axial strain images for the applied 4 N deformation on the top surface of the breast just above the tumor. From the figures, we compute CTE to look for differences between 2D and 3D and breast and block phantoms. 2D results were obtained under plane strain approximations. Figure 12 also shows the corresponding results for the block phantom for 6 and 20 dB input tumor-background modulus contrast at shallow and deep locations of the tumor. All of the strain images have been scaled exactly in values and aspect ratio and their gray-scale contrast is represented by the single adjacent colorbar.
We see strains around 3%-6% in tumor and background regions for a 4 N force. In fact, Sridhar et al., 41 showed approximately 5% strain in glandular regions of normal breast tissue for a 4 N surface applied force. We see a similar range of strain within the lobules. From these figures, tumor strain intensifies with increase in stiffness contrast (from 6 to 20 dB) for both block and branched phantoms as expected. There seems a small difference in strain contrast observed in the breast phantom for shallow and deep locations. This difference is indistinguishable in the block phantom. However, ROI analysis below with CTE will give finer details. Figure 12 shows an example background and tumor ROI used to compute CTE. The ROI varies slightly in its radius for deep and shallow locations to ensure that the background modulus value is the same across all the investigated parameters. The block phantom background value then gets assigned this value for a fair comparison. Next, we calculated CTE (Fig. 14) and % decrease in contrast by mapping strain (Fig. 15) by calculating average strain and modulus over the ROI for all 2D and 3D breast and block phantom images for the two tumor-background modulus contrasts (6 dB, 20 dB), two depths (deep and shallow), and the three tumor shapes (spherical, dumbbell, irregular). From these figures, the following observations can be drawn-(a) the branched phantom in both the 3D and 2D simulations displayed a superior CTE and a lower loss of contrast (modulus to strain) over the block phantom; more prominent for tumors located in shallow regions; (b) the breast phantom showed differences in the CTE for shallow and deep tumors with a worse CTE for tumors in deep locations in both 2D and 3D simulations. Little difference was seen in the block phantom for tumors at different depths; (c) 3D simulations with no approximations showed worse CTE values than the 2D counterparts; (d) increase in stiffness contrast from 6 dB to 20 dB worsened the CTE in 2D and 3D for both block and branched phantoms; and (e) the irregular tumor showed the worst CTE values when compared to the spherical and the dumbbell shaped tumors. From these observations, the branched breast phantom performs better in transferring contrast from modulus to strain. The phantom also allows for differentiation in performance for deep and shallow tumors like what has been seen clinically. 26 Deep breast tumors were more difficult to image than shallow tumors. We hypothesize that the branches in the breast phantom offer a way to concentrate the applied stress, which is not done in the block phantom. This helps to achieve better strain contrast. Figure 16 shows a profile of the stress over depth for both the branched breast and the block phantom. We can clearly see stress concentration or elevation at several points along depth due to the glandular structures present in this phantom. No such effect is seen with the block phantom. Increasing in stiffness from 6 dB input tumor-background modulus contrast to 20 dB significantly caused a loss in contrast and a much worsened CTE. This effect has been previously reported by Kallel et al. 18 and Ponnekanti et al. 19 where modulus measurements of low stiffness tumors translated well into their corresponding strain values. As the tumor gets stiffer, stress concentration effects increase around the boundaries of the tumor, resulting in a decrease in stress inside of the tumor. This results in increased strain for the same modulus value. When mapping this new value of strain back to modulus, a lower value of modulus is predicted resulting in a loss of contrast transfer. There is also a loss of contrast for less-stiff tumors but not as severe.
While simulating the phantoms in 3D, the loss of contrast was higher in both branched and block phantoms compared to their 2D counter-parts. This loss of modulus-strain contrast in 3D is due to no approximations being used during the simulation, where all components of the strain tensor were allowed to develop. Figure 13 shows 3D normal axial strains mapped with this breast model for a shallow spherical tumor with 6 dB and 20 dB input tumor-background modulus contrast. The use of the plane strain approximation for the 2D case causes an overestimated CTE value compared with the true CTE achieved with the 3D model. Thus, the use of 3D phantoms, like the branched breast phantom, with no approximations will assist in more accurate estimation of modulus, especially valuable with 3D elastography systems.
Finally, the CTE predicted with irregular shaped tumors was the worst. Such a behavior of loss of contrast has been seen clinically as well; where spherical shaped benign tumors are easier to visualize than irregular shaped malignant cancers. Figure 17 shows 2D strain results for the breast phantom for three shapes of tumors-spherical, dumbbell, and irregular shaped. We can see that the spherical and dumbbell tumor show clearer boundary effects than the irregular tumor.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a novel 3D breast software phantom that uses a commercial mechanical design tool instead of using mathematical equations or real-imaging data, as proposed by others. We illustrate its use in simulating elastography using biomechanical FEM modeling. The model uses several illustrations of breast anatomy to guide the shape of the breast, dimensions of the ductal structure, and relative proportions of tissue types (glandular, fat, and muscle). Once the breast phantom is established, modifications are fairly simple. The anatomy/geometry of the breast can be modified in SOLIDWORKS, the design tool, and the biomechanics associated with elastography can be modified in the FEM tool, COM-SOL. For instance, the breast shape, size, shape, and location of tumors, ratio of glandular to fatty content, ductal structure (ductal branches, lobes, and lobules), etc., can be fairly easily modified by a student/researcher familiar with SOLIDWORKS or AUTOCAD. Biomechanical parameters in COMSOL can be changed once the breast software phantom is imported. For instance, changes in mechanical properties, loading conditions, linear/nonlinear modeling scenarios, elastic/viscoelastic modeling, multiphysics modeling, etc., can be easily done, by a researcher familiar with FEM modeling.
One of the first steps in biomechanical modeling was meshing the geometry. We used residual modulus maps and profiles as a guide to help optimize the mesh for this complex geometry, by starting with an initial guess for the mesh and subsequent tweaking to reduce overall residual modulus. The mesh with the least residual modulus that achieved convergence was chosen as the optimal mesh. Once meshing was achieved and other biomechanical parameters were defined, a 4 N force was applied on the surface of the breast just above the tumor with the shape of the load boundary chosen to mimic a linear array transducer commonly used in clinical elastography. Strains of around 5% in the background glandular region were measured for a 4 N force, similar to what was measured in a clinical elastography study with the same force. 41 From our FEM analysis of elastography, the breast phantom offered important advantages over traditional block phantoms commonly used. It offered a superior CTE or decreased loss of contrast from modulus to strain in both 2D with plane strain approximations and in 3D with no approximations. The breast phantom showed differences in CTE values and strain contrast for deep and shallow tumors, like what has been seen clinically. 26 The breast phantom also showed significant change in CTE when 3D modeling was used, when all components of the strain tensor were allowed to develop, over 2D plane strain modeling. Such a prominent change was not seen in the block phantom. Finally, the phantom has a more realistic 3D shape, size, and internal structure. Like the traditional block phantom, the breast phantom also showed worsened CTE values when the input tumorbackground modulus contrast was increased from 6 dB to 20 dB. The irregular tumor showed the worst CTE values when compared to the spherical and the dumbbell shaped tumors. Both phantoms allowed for 2D vs 3D simulations to assess CTE differences under plane strain approximations.
We hypothesize that improvements in the performance of the breast phantom are due to the ductal branches that offer a way to concentrate the applied stress, which is not done in the block phantom. This helps to achieve better strain contrast. Furthermore, the use of the plane strain approximation for the 2D case causes an overestimated CTE value compared with the true CTE achieved with the 3D model. Using displacements and strains from the 2D case for the purposes of modulus reconstruction will affect the accuracy of the estimates. Hence, the use of 3D phantoms with 3D strains and displacements will offer more accurate estimates of modulus-particularly important with growing interest in 3D elastography systems.
We also recognize some important limitations and avenues for future work with this software breast phantom from a design perspective and with simulating elastography. First, the 3D design model can be made as detail as possible in its structure but becomes limited by the ability to mesh the structure. Second, our comparison in this paper is limited to a commonly used elastography phantom, a simple rectangular phantom with spherical inclusion. We have not compared this to other mathematical or voxelized phantoms as creation of these types of phantoms are challenging and warrant separate studies. It is currently unclear if these types of phantoms will outperform this breast phantom. Third, our parametric study is limited to tumor shape, stiffness, and location with 2D or 3D modeling. It is possible to vary other parameters of the breast geometry and biomechanics, like location of force or magnitude and type of applied force, to look for conditions where maximum sensitivity of the technique can be achieved. This will be a topic for future research. Fourth, we limit our modeling technique to linear modeling with small finite deformations. We understand that clinical elastography sometimes involves large deformations used to exploit the hyperelasticity of the tissue for increased contrast. The current model/solver used in this study is incapable of doing this. We are currently pursuing nonlinear modeling as an alternative to explore these effects. Optimization of these nonlinear solver parameters is nontrivial and will form a separate work. Fifth, our choice of material properties is limited by ex vivo measurements and this affects the realism of the model. However, we are limited by this data for our models. Further, other works on breast biomechanical modeling for applications like mammography have made similar choices. Sixth, our current study is limited to CTE testing only and does not explore any modulus reconstruction. We concentrate on reporting the design of this novel breast phantom and its basic use in the field of elastography. Other applications, like modulus reconstruction will be a topic for future research.
In conclusion, in terms of usefulness of this breast model for elastography, the framework is-(a) flexible in both, the choice of the breast geometry (breast shape, contours, glandular/fat content, tumor size, shape, and location) and biomechanical parameters (gravitational load, location of stress, stress profile, solvers, etc.) to allow for simulation of elastography in areas of CTE testing, non-linear/linear modeling, hyperelasticity/viscoelasticity, and modulus reconstruction. We illustrate CTE testing with linear modeling in this paper.
(b) It has a more realistic 3D shape, size and internal structure when compared to simple phantoms and can serve as an intermediate assessment tool between these simple phantoms and actual patients for investigation of elastography. (c) It out-performs simple phantoms in terms of contrast transfer efficiency in both 2D and 3D simulations and showed differences in contrast and CTE values for deep and shallow tumors, like what has been seen clinically. Contrast from simple phantoms did not vary with depth. We hypothesize that the ductal branches offer a way to concentrate the applied stress, which is not done in the simple phantoms. This helps to achieve better strain contrast. (d) The phantom can be modeled using hyperelastic parameters of breast to simulate scenarios of large compressions commonly seen in clinic, which will be a subject of future work. A maximum sensitivity analysis will be then conducted to determine best compression level, compression rate, and preload to visualize best strain contrast and CTE for tumors of different shapes, sizes, location, and stiffness.
Such information will be extremely useful to guide clinicians in applying the right stress profile to maximize contrast to possibly obviate difficulties in imaging small, deep, less   FIG. 18. Step by step illustration of the creation of the ductal branches, lobules, and tumor. stiff tumors. In the current work, the stress profile was kept constant and comparisons were made between this phantom and a simple rectangular phantom for different tumor stiffness, shape, and location to introduce this phantom into the field of elastography.
APPENDIX A: DETAILED FIGURES FOR BREAST PHANTOM CREATION
In this appendix, we describe the process of the breast phantom creation in detail primarily for the creation of ductal branches and lobes/lobules. We have omitted details for muscle and breast boundary creation due to lack of space. However, the process is very similar to the others that are included here.
